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ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND:
The Cold Zero Clan is a fairly new organization, spawned after the weapons trade from the Vietnam war began to wane.
Key players in the arms business began to disappear, some returning to the forefront later under the Cold Zero umbrella of
control. The last known base of operations was in Siberia at a remote facility, but it was compromised by a lone Agency
intruder. The core Cold Zero Clan members escaped and are still at large.
Cypher, second-in-command of the group, has come out of nowhere to lead the field expeditions at the request of the
unknown leader of the group. He surrounds himself with a core of agents that act alternately as bodyguards and
assassins, most notably Bruiser, Slapshot, and Char. Janus O'Brien, a scientist of great analytical skill, has also been seen
in their company.
Pallas, the network collaborator for the group, works dilligently under Cypher's command, making new contacts across the
globe in her bid for power within the group. She is a competent faceman, able to change her appearance at will.
Lash, a newcomer to the group, is the security officer in charge of interrogations. Little is known of her background, as any
people that miraculously escaped from her interrogation chambers are little more than babbling idiots with no coherent
thought. There are rumors that she lets these unfortunate souls escape to spread fear of the group.
The Clan has been in bloody negotiations for arms distribution in many current-day conflicts, and is quite capable of
bringing heavy firepower to bear in order to destroy their competition. Their weapons caches seem almost unlimited, and
have hurt the U.S. by undercutting black budget arms sales to warring countries.
The group's motives are unclear besides the obvious monetary and power gains of most terrorist groups, but their
operations have branched out from simple arms dealings into chemical delivery systems and even veiled research into
mind control.

